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Black vs. White
For a comparison of while and
black
opinion concerning Dr.
King's death, tee pages 2 and 3.
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DUPLICATE
Taps
Chuck Whitney, Associate Editor Emeritus, reviews this year's
Taps. See page 4.
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Sophomores Elect
Class Officers
Hugh Crawford, an ME major from St. Stephen, was elected
president of the sophomore
class in the sophomore elections
last Thursday. Crawford has
served as a Senator and as
president of the'y' Frosh Council.
Larry Mclntyre was elected
Vice-President, Nancy Jo Mobley was elected Secretary, and
Steve Smith ran unopposed for
the position of Treasure.
Mclntyre is a pre-med major
from Marion who has served
in the Senate and is a member
of Phi Eta Sigma. Mobley, a
sociology major from Orangeburg, has served on the Senate
Judicial committee.
Elected to the Sophomore senate were Bill Evans, Kathy
McCormick, Cathy Dodds, Jeff
Ross, Danny Foster, David Littlejohn, Greg Jones, Teddy
Godfrey,
Larry Kemmerlin.
Danny Gregg, and Dale Wittschen.
Jeff Ross is a CE major from
North Miami Beach, Fla., and
a brother of Chi Lambda. Danny Foster, an EE major from
Charleston, is in Tiger Band,
Concert Band, and Phi Eta
Sigma. Greg Jones, who is presently serving as Freshman
Class President, is a CE major
from Anderson and a basketball player.
Teddy Godfrey is a pre-dent

Riots Not Result
Of King's Death

major from Charleston who is
in the glee club, the YMCA, and
Alpha Gamma social fraternity. Larry Kemmerlin is a
WSBF staffer, and a CE major
from Columbia. Danny Gregg
is a Building Construction major from Columbia who is a
freshman cheerleader.
Dale Wittschen is a math major from Charleston and a
member of the Newman Club
and was an SCSSL delegate
and a freshman senator.
Xancy Dannals won the runoff for the position of Treasurer
of the Junior Class. Dannals is
an
English
major
from
Maitland, Fla., who is a member of the Taps junior staff,
Sigma Beta Chi sister, a member of the Canterbury Association, and Social Chairman of
Manning Hall.
Bill Evans, an architecture
from Sumter and a member of
AIA, SAM, and the Newman
Club, was elected to the Sophomore Senate. Evans is also a
staff writer for the Tiger.
Cathy Dodds, a sociology
major from Mt. Pleasant, was
also elected to the Senate. She
is a sister of Sigma Beta Chi,
and a member of the Financial
Review Board.
David Littlejohn, a chemistry major from Spartanburg,
Kathy McCormick, a biology
major from Columbia.

Kay Knoy is shown above giving her time and her skirt
for the APO sign drive.
She and Cheryl Jensen had their skirts shortened one inch
for each SI00 the students donated.
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Pictured above is the new Chronicle Editorial Board. Standing are Chip Nubspickel, Langsloa Boyles, John Brewington, Rob Matthew, and Demo Liberty. The
second string contains Garland Gooden, Jeff Siinfeldt, Harry McGillicuddy and Bobby
Carricato.
Seated are JeH Smith, Pete Snyder, Robert Whitney, and McRicky LigL

Steinfeldt Takes Command
As Chronicle Picks Editor
By RANDY PEELE
Chief Reporter
Members of the 1968-69 staff
for the Chronicle, the student
variety magazine of Clemson
University,
were
recently
chosen.
Editor-in-Chief will be Jeff
Steinfeldt, a rising senior majoring in English from Rochester, N. Y. Jeff is a member
of the Calhoun Literary Society, the Fine Arts Club, the
Tiger staff, Gamma Alpha Mu
Honorary Writer's Fraternity,
and the Buzzard. He is also
a senator-elect.
Langston Boyles and Garland
Gooden will be Co-managing
Editors.
Langston is a rising senior
from Winston-Salem, N. C,
who is majoring in math science teaching.
He has been
a member of the Jabberwocky
Society and is presently a member of Alpha Phi. Omega, a
member of the Calhoun Literary Society, and Tiger chief
photographer.
"Gee" is a rising senior from
North Augusta with a double
major in English and psychology.
He has been Chronicle
Editor-in-chief, Chronicle Fiction Editor, and a member of
Tiger Band. He is presently
a member of Gamma Alpha Mu
and the Calhoun Literary Society.
The Fiction Editor will be
Gary Lrgi, a rising senior English major from Queens, N. Y.
His college activities include
the
Jabberwocky
Society,
Chronicle Copy Editor, Alpha
Phi Omega, Editor of the Buzzard, and Calhoun Literary Society.
Rob Matthew, a rising senior
from Charleston majoring in
architecture, will be Features
Editor. He has served as pres-

ident of the American Institute
of Architects.
The position
of Business
Manager will be filled by Jeff
Smith, an electrical engineering
major and rising senior from
Newberry. Jeff has served on
the staffs of both the Chronicle
and WSBF.
Pete Snyder, a rising senior
from Wayne, N. J., majoring in
architecture will be Art Editor. He is president of the
Fencing Club, and is a member of Calhoun Literary Society and Gamma Alpha Mu.
Photography Editor will be
Bobby Caricato, rising senior
architecture major from Bethrage, N. Y. He is presently a
member of Student AIA and
Fine Arts Film Club.

Chip Nusbickel, EE major
and rising senior from Winter
Park, Fla., will be Co-photography Editor. He is a member
of the Taps staff, the YMCA,
a Time-Life representative, and
a member of IEEE.
Promotions Manager will be
Robert Whitney, a rising junior
economics major from Clemson. He has served as a senator, and as a member of the
YMCA Cabinet. He was Tiger
Circulation Manager last year
and a member of Canterbury
Association.
John Brewington, a rising
senior economics major from
Cross Anchor, will be Circulation Manager. John is a member of the Young Philosophers
Club and the Econ Club.

"The violence and destruction this country has* witnessed
recently is not a result of Dr.
King's death, although his
death may have triggered it"
So said Marshall Parker, Republican Senatorial candidate
and speaker at the annual Student Government Banquet held
at Holiday Inn in Anderson
last Wednesday.
"This destruction has come
from the Negro race, but this
does not represent the majority of the Negroes. The destruction has come from the militants—a minority dedicated to
violence."
Parker, a dairy farmer from
Seneca, said that the only solution to the problem was order,
or. more specifically, law and
order.
"We must have law and order
for our system of government
to exist, he continued. "Our type
of government could not exist
under a police state and a dictatorship."
"Neither could our system of
government exist under a state
of anarchy, which eventually
results in a dictatorship. But
democracy requires a fine balance between the two."
Parker cited the many other
problems of our society, such
as the communications gap
concerning the Vietnam war,
the rising crime rate, and the
worsening fiscal condition.
"We must go into the ghettos
and give these people training
and jobs simultaneously and
not train them with the possibility of a job as a promise."
Parker said that big government was wasting the taxpayers' money, and that we
should go back to local government.
"Local government is the best
government, for it is the closest
government to the people."
After Parker's speech, student
body President, Edgar McGee,
recognized the members of the
old student government, and
had the new student body officers sworn in.

Gordon Edgin To Head
1968-69 Student Senate
Senior Senator Gordon Edgin was elected president of the
senate Monday night.
John Segars and Dave Merry
ran against Edgin but lost when
Segars received nine votes and
Merry got three. Edgin won
with 15 votes.
Sharon Manley and Danny
Foster were chosen secretary
and assistant secretary, respectively.
Andy Cochet was elected the
senate chaplain.
Edgin, an economics major
from Acton, Mass., will officially take over at the next
senate meeting.

performs any other necessary
The president of the senate
must have a 2.3 GPR and must duties.
Danny Foster, an electrical
not graduate prior to the exengineering major from Charpiration of his elected term.
leston, is a sophomore senator.
The president appoints the
chairmen of the senate com- •In his position as assistant tot
mittees and also serves as a the secretary, he will aid the secretary and perform any duties
member of Appeals Court.
Edgin will also appoint a that pertain to legislative publiparliamentarian who advises city.
Andy Cochet, a pre-medicine
the president on matters conmajor from Charleston, is a juncerning parlimentary proceior senator. The chaplain produre.
vides a devotional at each meetSharon Manley, a sociology ing.
major from Rock Hill, is a
Edgin stated that he is "lookjunior senator. As secretary, ing forward to a real fruitful
she keeps minutes, records and year."

John Dickerson, president of
the Senate, was named outstanding member of Student
Government for 1967-68 and
was presented with a gavel.
Jeff Lapin, Student Body
Treasurer, presented Mrs. Sybil
Albert of Student Affairs Office
the Lapin Flower Child award.
Following the swearing-in of
the new officers, Tim Rogers,
the new Student Body President,
closed the ceremonies with a
short speech.
"The death of Dr. Martin Luther King should teach that
anyone who aligns himself with
what is morally right must have
courage to accept the consequences."
Rogers used this quote to emphasize the necessity of involvement of students in "questions
of moral right and wrong."

Rogers stated that youth, especially students, must seek
these truths and be involved in
the "essential business of life."
Rogers said that the young
people of today have a better
chance of improving this world
than older generation because
they are not encumbered by
personal matters as adults are.
He added that students must
turn from apathy and become
involved in issues of moral crisis, if the issues are to be solved.
Rogers closed with a quote
from John F. Kennedys acceptance of the Democratic nomination in 1960.
"My call is to the young at
heart, regardless of age; to the
stout in spirit, regardless of
political affiliation; to all who
follow the scriptural call 'Be
ye strong and of good courage;
be ye not afraid; neither be ye
dismayed.'"

Parker shakes hands with Alston Gore as Dean Walter
Cox looks on. (Photo by Boyles)

News Briefs
Room Contracts
Room contracts are to be returned to the
dormitory office between April 15 and May 1.
Room verification card should be presented when
contract is returned.
Room assignments are not validated until contract is returned.

University Address
Student Body President Tim Rogers will deliver his first State of the University Address Monday night at 9 in the Chemistry Auditorium.
All students are urged to come.

Qreenville Needs A Community College
What Clemson University really needs is a
branch in Greenville.
Yeah, almost as badly as
it needs one in Seneca.
What Greenville urgently needs is definitely not a branch of Clemson University. Greenville needs a two-year
college, financed by state
funds, and representing
a combination of the
present Greenville TEC
and Clemson's Greenville branch.
Greenville TEC — the
Technical Education Center — is the leading facility of its type in the
state. It provides vocational training for Greenville's high school graduates and helps to channel them into Greenville
area industry.
Greenville TEC's various adult education
programs are also helping other Greenvillians
to get jobs which require
high school education

and subsequent training. No one really knows. It's
Clemson's branch in all a complicated story.
Greenville, now in its
Technically, the Unifourth semester, shares versity's contact with
the TEC buildings and" Greenville TEC ends affacilities. This extension ter this semester. The
of the University offers terms of the contract
freshman and sophomore specify, however, that
level courses and full col- the contract could be exlege credits.
tended if Clemson were
As it has existed so requested to do so.
far, Clemson at GreenThe request has been,
ville has done some fine
made,
and now the questhings. For example, its
tion
changes
to one of
students are getting to
money.
The
$100,000
take college courses at a
which
represents
the
price which they can afstate's
share
of
the
exford. Also, students who
need to work have many pense, is tied up in a bill
more job opportunities presently before the
than are available in General Assembly.
Assuming that the bill
Clemson.
is
passed, and assuming
As the Greenville proClemson
operates its
gram is now operated,
Greenville
branch
anothstudents pay $125 tuition
er
year,
what
then?
per semester, compared
One proposed followto the $248 paid by state
up
to the existing temresidents at the main
porary
branch is a percampus. The balance is
manent
Clemson - at paid through the UniverGreenville,
actually to
sity.
exist
as
a
separate
ClemBut how long will the
son.
This
would
involve
a
Branch be in existence?

large number of complications.
To achieve accreditation, the Greenville campus would have to match
this campus' basic facilities. An adequate library
alone could easily cost as
much as the whole program does now. If that
campus couldn't meet

I believe that by investing that money in this
campus, we could increase Clemson's effectiveness much more rapidly than by spreading
available funds so thin
across 30 miles of highway.
Getting back to the
question of what might

News Analysis
by Dennis Moore
minimum standards, the
main campus itself would
stand to lose its own accreditation.
Such duplication of facilities would involve
moving out of TEC and
moving into separate
buildings with more and
more land. Before long
this would not be a Clemson at TEC, but simply
a Clemson in Greenville.
But does Clemson need
to duplicate itself thirty
miles away? I think not.
follow the present sys-

tem; should Clemson decide the expense is too
great, and pull out?
Ignoring the parallels
to the Vietnam situation,
such a problem would
waste everything that
Clemson at Greenville
has so far accomplished.
Clemson and TEC both
have earned invaluable
experience in coordinating college level classes
and vocational training.
A third alternative future for what is now
Clemson at Greenville

lies in TEC's assuming
responsibility for the college courses. But this involves a contradiction in
terms.
Greenville TEC was
established to provide
vitally needed training
in the vocational and
managerial aspects of industry. Greenville TEC
is regularly recognized
as a leader in the state
in supplying this education.
But Greenville TEC is
simply not qualified to
administer freshman and
sophomore level courses.
It's not accredited, so the
credits couldn't be transferred. It would need to
start from scratch on instructors, etc.
So, as my argument
stands, Greenville needs
a way to provide its people with some college
,work as well as with
'technical education. It's
not practical for Clemson to supply it, and for

Clemson simply to pull
out would be wasteful.
So what is left?
I suggest that the administrative framework
of Greenville TEC be
sufficiently altered to
make it in effect.a twoyear college, offering
both college courses and
technical instruction.
Of course, this is not a
new proposal. It is simply the voice of a concerned student who
spent two semesters in
Clemson at Greenville
and feels that the needs
of the entire Greenville
area, which includes Pickens County, could best
be met by combining
Clemson's program with
Greenville TEC.
Such a program will
require responsible action from our state's
General Assembly. The
basic change would involve separating Greenville TEC from the statewide system of TEC centers and forming a com-

munity-type college for
Greenville.
The community college
plan being considered at
various levels of state
government sounds practical. By adopting these
ideas to a consolidation
of CU at G with TEC,
South Carolina could obtain the efficient, comprehensive program that
the area needs.
Greenville does not
need a new four year college, though. With Clemson so close and Furman
and even Bob Jones
right there, a state-supported, two-year college
would be ideal. Much as
TEC has already done, it
could serve as a pilot
project whose success
would lead to similar
programs across the
state.
Greenville's need for
a low - cost institution
providing both technical
training and college
courses is critical, TI
time for action is nor,.
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White Militant vs. Black Pacifist

'Keep Your Mouth Shut And Work'
W. King got what he deserved. He was a trouble you how to do differently.
maker.
B. All right! Now Look!! You
B. King preached non-vio- all got more than us now and
lence and he and his followers that's the way it is. Who knows
went by peaceful means. He why we didn't build an empire
gathered the black conscious- over there? Maybe it was the
ness and gave us pride.
geography or the climate. DifW. He was trying to get you ferent resources—who knows?
rights in a country where you But whatever it was, we're here
don't belong. He was fighting in your country now, and you
for integration in this country are the one who brought us
and that doesn't belong. If you here. You put us in slavery.
were meant to be on top, you'd We didn't ask to come. And
be on top now. You're not as you can't ship us back. We're
good as us. Why don't you go here.
back to Africa?
W. OK. Just don't get outa
B. You brought us here, and line. Because if you get outa
we've been here 400 years. line, we're gonna cut you down.
That's a lot of time, and we
B. What makes you feel
deserve something. The ground you're better than us?
you walk on was made of my
W. Because we are on top.
sweat. I want to reap the bene- You all are lazy!
fits of my land and secure the
B. What do you mean lazy?
meaning of the words in the We've done all the work for
Declaration of Independence. you! And all we get in return
W. You have to get it your- is less than a bare minimum
self—by building. And if you of freedom. That's a pretty far
could do it, you'd have done it cry from your Declaration of
already. Look how backward Independence. We don't have
Africa is. Now why is that? an equal share, not even an
Why didn't you build a great equal opportunity. And you
empire in Africa? They're still have to pass more laws to make
running around in loin cloths people live up to the Constiover there. The only reason tution. How can we be lazy if
you aren't is because we taught we, for the past 100 years, have

been fighting for freedom and
equality?
W. Would you give an equal
share to a horse? You don't
have the brains we have. We
planned everything. You just
do all the menial labor.
B. How can you compare a
horse to a human being? Just
because you're on top, does
not make you better than me.
It means you've had better,
luck, not that you're better.
You've had better luck because
your mentality is exploitive
not rational.
W. Yeah. Why do the whites
run Africa?
B. They exploited it and came
in with strong backing. But
that's not what I'm asking,
even though you've exploited
us over here.
A superior person wouldn't
have kidnapped another, or
exploited
another. By
"superior" I mean a person who
has extremely over average intelligence. An intelligence who
has qualities of kindness, comcompassion along with intelligent thinking.
\Y. That's an idealistic view
and doesn't pertain to the ar-

gument Superior means on
top.
B. You are very materially
minded, aren't you? But that
doesn't mean you are better.
W. Sure it does.
B. No it doesn't. A superior
person wouldn't kidnap another.
W. Just keep your mouth shut
and work!
If God had wanted you over
here, Negroes and Whites together, he'd have made them
that way. You guys just evolved
about 50 million years too late.
B. If I'm not like you, why
have I got the same body structure, and the same brain, the
same blood, the same feelings
as you do? (means of communication?)
W. So do the apes. And the
ape doesn't exist anymore. Neither will you if you keep this up.
Who killed off the buffalo, the
dinosaur, and the Indian? It's
been like hunting up until now.
But if it comes to an all out
war, you'll lose! You haven't
even got enough brains to the
suburbs and burn down the
Whites! That doesn't make any
sense, does it?

B. How many whites would
go along with this?
W. All of them. Except those
damn nigger lovers, civil rights'
workers and all.
B. What about all the NeW. Yeah because they crawl
to your kind.
groes in the armies?
W. Get rid of them. But we
B. OOOhhh...
But if I burned down all this, could just get rid of the trouI know that eventually that ble-makers. My maid is no trousociety will see that the the con- blemaker. The majority of nigditions are deplorable. They'll' gers are so happy and contented.
build some better places to live.
B. I want to tell you someW. If all those damn liberals
would get out, you wouldn't thing, White Man. You know,
and I know, that you all could
get anything built for you. I'd never do that. And you know
rather see you get what you and I know that you are going
worked for.
to do everything you can to
B. Fd like to see you get prevent a civil war here. Bewhat you've worked for.
cause if we do have internal
W. I work hard as hell for
turmoil, you know that that is
what I got.
going to be a prime time for
B. Don't lie to me Whitey.
Communists to come in here,
W. I work. Granted, I use
White Man, andjustknock your
you Blackeys—like I use horplayhouse down. Level it. And
ses and cows. My work is in
what will you have then??
brain work. Anyone can work
physically, Good God!
You know, if we wanted to,
all we'd have to do is get the
marine corps to go down all
the streets and blow you all to
hell. With the equipment we've
got...
B. For some it makes a lot
of sense. If I burned down my
shack, all the rats and cockroaches, bed bugs...

Two White Conservatives
Express Varied Opinions

White America Is To Blame
By DENNIS BOLT
Managing Editor
Dr. Martin Luther King was
a great man, and he is dead.
Another eulogy ■ would be of
little value at this juncture. The
pages of the nation's news
media have been filled with apt
memorials to this man who
may very well be a saint.
We must now turn to the burning and pillaged streets of
Washington, Chicago, Detroit
and so many other cities. Who
is to blame for the agonizing
violence?
White America is to blame.
The militancy of young American Negroes is but a product
of centuries of oppression and
abuse. The seeds of violence
were sown when the first African
was chained and sold into
slavery.

took human beings and bound
them in chains. We worked them
til they dropped and beat them
when they did. We refused to
let them exercise the rights guaranteed them in the Constitution.
We foisted upon them the feeling of inferiority by regarding
them as second class citizens.
We forbad them in our schools,
our restaurants, and our
homes. We refused their admittance into our hearts.
We set dogs and moron cops
on them in Mississippi. We
turned fire hoses on them, we
beat them, and we spat on them.
And then, out of a magnanimous change of heart, we
went to them with a few dollars
and token legislation. We said,
"Okay, after over 200 years
of cruelty and abuse, we will
let you come into our schools.
You can't come into our bowling alleys and homes, though.
You're probably a real citizen,
but you're still black."

Black America cannot forgive
us so easily. We owe him something.
Maybe we wouldn't consider
Stokely Carmichael such a demon if we remembered how his
ancestors had been treated. In
the 20th century, when man is
travelling to the receeds of outer
space, some American citizens
cannot get into a bowling alley

in Orangeburg. A white man
can go almost anywhere in the
world, but a Negro has trouble
getting into a decent restaurant.
"How can we expect the Negro to
love us?
No bill, no government program can appease an oppressed people in a few years.
Unfortunately, violence and
contempt must rule before the

Our Bigotry
Killed King

By C.B. LAHSER

Is there never to be any peace
-in America? Has all conception
of reality and integrity been
lost? If these past few days are
any indication, I feel the answer
is a sorrowful yes.
transition is made.
Alright, a man, a head of a
We cannot give the Negro non-violent movement was
what he deserves grudgingly. killed, is this any reason to
It must be with love and com- declare a day of mourning and
passion, if it is to be accepted. the lowering of the flag to half
While we think about it, the Ne- mast? What of the man on the
gro will continue to cast off his hopeless ship Pueblo—what of
them? There was no mourning
burden.
Violence cannot be condoned, for them, except perhaps by
their wives, family and close
but can it be condemned?
friends. Just what is going on
in this country today?
Suddenly
we
are overwhelmed by the President and
press advising us of a great National
Tragedy. We were
preached to in Church Sunday
about how this man's death
likens to that of the Christ.
Hog Wash!
has to get there. I don't know
Yes, it was unfortunate that
why. She says she just has
Martin Luther King was killed,
to though."
but the belated sympathy will
not redeem him to life, nor will,
As we neared the Moorehouse
it quell the riotous mood of
campus—the college that Dr.
many Negro Americans. Why
King had attended—the entire
not reunite this divided country
atmosphere changed. People
began to quit talking—a mood
of ours instead?
of solemnity fell over the audiCertainly some respect
should be paid to the man DUI
ence.
The entire group rose and
not anywhere near the proporclasped hands, the service was
tions he has received. Surely his
ended with the hymn, "We Shall
people were stunned to learn of
Overcome."
his death, but was that any
And deep in my heart, I do
justification for permitting the
believe—We shall overcome—
riots and looting which enwe shall overcome fear, and
gulfed our cities that evening?
intolerance and bigotry and
Perhaps I am wrong, but I
discrimination... s omed ay.
say this: until our leaders begin
to lead; until our police are
allowed to protect and prose-

We Shall Overcome. . .Someday

By DON O'BRIANT
AND
They forgot why they came.
DICK HARPOOTLIAN
His face angry, the old Negro
man looked about him at the
smiling faces, the kids playing
Color, religion, professionon the sidewalk, the anxious al! were forgotten as the endfaces looking toward the Ebe- less
throng
of humanity
The riots are inevitable. No
neezer Church in anticipation marched down the streets of
legislation, no black leader, no
of seeing one of the many dig- Atlanta. In a city which had
federal aid can put out the
nitaries there. Maybe they once burned because of the beflames. The Negro must see an
would see Kennedy. Maybe lief that men should be enend to his maltreatment, and
Carmichael.
slaved, white held hands with
the white man must pay for his
The King was dead. His body black and sang songs.
Why couldn't we have been
sins.
lay a half block from where
On our left were Peter LawWe can talk and talk about serious? Why feel as though we stood.
ford, Ben Gazarra, Bill Cosby,
the
Negro
hadmade
us
coopbetter education and jobs,
Many had cried when he was Lena Home, Geoffrey Camerate? . If the bills had been
urban housing, slum clearance,
shot — many had laughed.
and a host of other government passed out of love instead of Many were laughing now as his bridge, Robert Culp, and Jim
programs. None of these can resentment, there may not have widow cried softly in the church. Brown. Marchers stared, but
solve the problems that are pre- been so many riots last The hundreds of thousands of no one attempted to talk to
them or to ask for autographs.
sently threatening to create summer.
people lining the streets of AtAs the march went on all beIt is so hypocritical to expect
racial dichotomy that will never
lanta looked happy—almost as came tired. Some fainted and
be erased. The solution lies in the Negro to act as if nothing
if they were awaiting a circus had to be carried away. Others
the heart, not in the legislature. had ever happened. He has parade.
kept marching. Marching...
White America is paying for been treated inhumanly, and
Then the crowd began to
Peter Lawford began to tire
hardening its heart to the crimes we cannot expect him to come
move. Several groups moved
and atrocities it permitted. We to us with joyful hearts now. forward hand in hand, singing but a reassuring grin from
Cosby gave him the extra
"We Shall Overcome." The strength he needed.
mule-drawn wagon bearing Dr.
The heat became intense. The
King's body began rattling thirst became more intense. Peodown the street We began to ple in houses along the route
march behind it, looking at the gathered all the containers they
lines of people along the side- could find and began to relieve
walk.
the thirst of whoever they could.
We looked up at the skyline
It was foolish to think that
of Atlanta, backdropped by the hundred of thousands could
white clouds and blue sky— be relieved. More dropped from
and down at the streets—grimy, heat exhaustion. The rest went
By GARY LIGI, Columnist
spotted with garbage—On my on.
left marched a man in an imAn aged Negro lady was beOn the day we murdered the
er before. Jesus said it Devour maculate suit..just behind us
ing carried by two men. One
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
my message, bleed with my a crippled old man in tattered
of the men looked up, smiled
King, a nation cried. Not ai
blood.
clothes tried to keep up with and said, "She says she just
black nation, not a white nahis people.
On the day we murdered Him
tion, but "one nation, under
or him or him or whomever,
God, indivisible, with liberty
King Of Kings
and justice for all," felt itself
be he Christ Kennedy, King,
or Rockwell, or some unknown
becoming perhaps a little more
"A Similarity in Easters"
soldier too young to vote, or a
the antithesis of its foundation.
child in a Sunday School learning about something called
There were those who laughed, or cheered, or burned and
God, or the bigot who planted
He came in to the city
hated, or said, Tm glad," or
the bomb, or an assasin, or a
didn't care. On the day we murrioter, or a cop, we killed a
dered the Reverend Dr. maybe
human being, a being with cerand was there received like a King:
someone prayed.
tain
"inalienable rights,"
among them the right to live.
He had been a man. Living,
On the day we murdered
He was their King, for many;
breathing, loving, once. Once.
King, we destroyed the voice
Loving life, so beautifully tranthat sounded living thoughts,
to others, only change he would bring.
sient, so possibly meaningful
the chance for the mind behind
for all of us. He had been a
thoughts we had already reMAN. Maybe his skin was more
fused to act upon to produce
Strange King he was to more;
beautifully bronzed than a
any futile future thought We
white man can or could ever
destroyed the body, and chance
hope to be with one summer's
for us to again see it moving,
no throne, no sword for his hand:
sun. Maybe he was descendant
at work, perfect target for all
of slaves, who could have not
frustration. We destroyed that
been men, because they had not
part of King that was tempoSfoke love of God and neighbor,
possessed the rights "endowed
rary from its conception, and
by their creator." Maybe he
unleashed the unpolished idea
yet often there was trouble at hand.
hated as much as anyone else
to be worked upon again and
at times, but he was a man,
again by new minds within
by an act of the Congress of
new shells.
He walked as man among men,
the United States.
Suddenly a nation has split
He at least possessed his life,
itself. Suddenly one man has
a life smothered by one bullet,
up and down the countryside:
killed another. Suddenly sometriggered by our collective bithing is wrong. Suddenly somegotry, by our collective misthing must be done. Suddenly
He walked here once too often;
understanding of the rights of
someone sees injustice has been
men. Now he's another in an
done. Suddenly we must act,
endless parade of corpses.
over a heap of garbage was crucified.
but King had to die.
From Calvary to Memphis,
martyrs lie side by side. Are
And he did die. The perfect
Still, he bids us to forgive;
they just corpses? The lifeless
target took the perfect bullet,
shells that once surrounded the
not considered "humane" enideas are digested by bacteria,
ough to be used in war. King
his was not the work of hate:
rats, worms, and maggots. The
will no longer threaten the white
odor of decaying flesh peneman's superiority. The probStop, when did THIS King live;
trates like a drug. But it's the
lems we had with the Negroes
shell that lies in state, the body
are dead and gone. After the
that finally rots. Destroying the
riots, and a bit of hurried legwas it ADZ0 or nineteen siocty eight?
body does not erase the memislation, this uneasiness will
ory of what had been thought,
pass, and we will all look back
said, acted upon. The idea is
and laugh.
Charles Middlebrooks
all that is left, and it is suddenly more important than evWON'T WE?

Jeff

cute; until our people demand
an end to political payoff in
order to quell riots; until we as
a people find once more that
intangable catalyst—integrity;
we are doomed to ever increasing violence, bloodshed and decay.

And . . .
By BILL EVANS
A black man died last Thursday. A peace leader, a Christian was struck down by the
blind intolerance which he had
fought against for so long. The
peace and freedom which
America has been looking for,
seems even more distant than
before. A wedge has been driven
between
black
and white
America.
Hate takes on many forms,
but it generally travels in small
groups. Where thousands have
struggled for understanding, a
lunatic has darkened the hopes
of burying racism.
The man was certainly not
perfect His basic principles,
however, were correct and his
love for his fellowman was one
that many misunderstood. He
was, contrary to the popular
style of prominent men, a man
who followed his convictions
to their end, however hard that
end may have appeared.
Peace, Christian peace, was
his goal. Between black and
white, and between nations, he
didn't back down from a task
which he took on as his own.
For Christians there is a commandment "Thou shalt not
kill." This principle he tried to

Stop The Mongrel Apes

apply to today's troubles. He
struggled against the bigotry
of Stokely Carmichael. He
fought with the racism and prejudice of some white leaders,
whose hatred is thinly concealed behind political ideologies. Likewise, he spoke out
against war, righteous or not.
He believed that if the Christian
morals were to be followed,
they should be adhered to
strictly.
He is dead now, a strong
link between the races, a moderating influence on both black
and white alike.
For some Negroes, this is a
call to arms to get revenge
on "whitey." For some white
people, this is the beginning of
"gitten the niggers in their place." For the remainder of America, confusion. As long as extremists are allowed to rule,
peace is miles away.
The reaction on the part of
the Negro, through rioting,
cannot be justified. They only
hurt their cause when they go
directly against the wishes of
the leader they mourn. But people as they are, probably the
voice of tolerance will be drowned out by choruses of racial
hatred.
Unless all America, both
black and white, come to realize the consequences of the path
they are taking, this free nation,
under God, will fall, like so
many righteous institutions
have fallen before it. High
ideals cannot be attained without people willing to accept their
principles; peace will never
come unless there are first people of peaceful intent.

Black Militant vs. White Pacifist
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'A Blackness That's More Bondin,
(Editor's note: The following
argument and the one on the
next page were acted out and
taped. Participating were: Aaron Harvey and Reginald Baker, Pete Snyder and Jeff Stienfeldt. All are virtual pacifists.
In presenting these cases, it is
hoped that all arguments are
treated adequately.)

Reggite

Man In TheMiddle
By GARY LIGI, Columnist
If a war were to be fought
in our country this summer,
and the bombs not fall on alien
soil but on our homes; if we
were to shoot from building to
building, snipe from sixth floor
windows, mass angrily in the
streets, burn cities so that all
that is left is the scar; if I were
forced to take a side, where
would I stand?
I could stand with my white
color, firing mindlessly into a
black crowd, careful not to look
at their faces, hoping not to see
a brother. I could understand
it. Those black bastards on the
street, rioting, disobeying the
law, destroying the aspirations
of the small businessmen, burning property thatwillhavetobe
replaced by our money, refusing to work for "whitey, "gnawing at the base of capitalism.
These black people, with their
black souls, are a danger to the
freedom and peace of our Great
Society. These people must be
stopped, before it is too late. If
I must squeeze a trigger to stop
a hundred of them, it is something I must do.
I could stand with my white
color, firing mindlessly into a
black crowd, much as I would
do for the Navajo, who froze
in the blizzards this past winter,
out of pity. Out of realization
that they must face this situation
for another hundred years.
There is little hope of change.
That the status quo will keep
them in their place. That they
were given a taste of everything they could never have,
because we couldn't give it all
to them, because it was theirs
because we didn't know, and
try as they will they must fall
short of their dreams, doomed

to a sad failure, a failure not
their fault, a failure that will
live torturously in their minds
forever, and failure they cannot
and will not be able to understand.
I could stand with the blacks,
firing mindlessly into a white
crowd, careful not to look at
their faces, careful not to see a
friend, hoping not to see a brother. I could understand it.
These people, now opposing
the black revolution, spawned
the assasin of the leader of the
peaceful means of attaining the
end, an end that shouldn't have
had to be sought in the first
place.
These people have suppressed this race and other for countless years, remaining untouchably supreme, existing as the
most hypocritical ideology in
the history of man, reluctant
to pass legislation guaranteeing all people the fundamental
rights they claim man to be
born with.
I could stand with no side.
Burning and looting on my
own, quietly bringing about a
revolution that will not be realized for ten years. Help to
make this country need so much
economic aid, that strict government control of enterprise
would be necessary, that the
poorest economic system man
has yet developed might be
destroyed in its first and last
stronghold, and that the class
barriers imposed by this system would be taken with it.
OR I COULD just stand between them, empty-handed,
looking into their faces, both
sides, screaming at the top of
my voice, "Oh God, what have
we done?"

IV. Yes, Your leader has been
shot, but you can't go out and
loot and burn.
B. The death of King gives
me just that much more reason
to riot and loot. If such a peaceful and non-violent man was
struck down by a Whitey, then
I might as well take all I can
violently—knowing what's in
store for me, anyway.
W. But he was a pacifist.
Just because he's dead doesn't
mean his teachings don't hold
anymore. He held all the burdens of hate and bigotry and
carried them well, never intending to hurt.
B. But times are different now.
Even though discrimination
was evident a longtime ago,
there has never been, until now,
a concerted hunger for freedom
of the black people.
VV. Christ was killed in very
much the same way. Only, the
Jews killed one of their own
kind. Maybe it was a Negro
who pulled the trigger.
B. No, We have a blackness
that's more bonding than your
white skin. Whitey takes his
color for granted because he's
never known discrimination or
sitting in the back of the bus.
Whitey doesn't care; but the
other, we Blacks care. We have
a certain Blackness that we're
proud of.
W. Well, how can you be
proud of someone when he goes
and destroys?
B. Because that's the only
way we can show the White
man what we want. You see,
it works this way...
When the buildings, the lousy
buildings, are burned down,
he has to build new ones. And
that's the only way you can
teach a white man. The White
man has too much power.
»V. The Black man has power
too.
B. Yeah, we're getting it, we
are getting it.
VV. How?
15. The Black man gets power this way: by sticking together, burning all those damn
houses and teaching you Whites
some goddamn respect. That's
how!
VV. Respect for destructiveness
and violence?
B. That's right. That's right.
iV. How about some respect
for creativity?
1$. Creativity! You know we
been here for 400 years. We
been passive, doing what you
been telling us to do. You say,
"We'll give you a job, little
black boy. Go shine them
shoes", and stuff like that. OK,
so I shined your shoes and
kissed your acs for the last
400 years. Now we're tired of
it!

Whitey Pays - Now

VV. OK, why can't you go to
school and become educated
businessmen and professionals
like Dr. King?
B. He's one in a million.
Not everybody has the chances he had. Think of how many
kids don't go to school... You,
White man, you put them in the
slums. We didn't — You got
the stereotyped Negro. And you
gave us all the brown collar
jobs. You put us in the slums.
You gave us all that!
You put us in all these token
integration situations— like
being here in Clemson University. This ain't freedom one bit.
Even though I'm getting a good
education.
The White Man don't appreciate the Negro unless he can
sing or dance or play football.
We got that, but it's something
the Whitey can take away just
by changing his tastes. The only thing you want a Negro to
have is something you can control. You don't appreciate us
if we got something you can't
take away.
And then you want a Negro
to play football and run all
those touchdowns, and as soon
as he walks off the field, you
start calling him Nigger. That's
just your human nature, because you're the most sadistic
and ignorant race on the earth.
The White Man is very ignorant
and stupid.
Look at the Orientals. Any
one of them can walk off the
boat and get a good job, just
like a White boy. And I can't.
I've been here 400 years and
I can't. At least the Japanese
and Chinese got a country.
They've got a flag, man. We
don't even have a flag!
I really think the whole thing
about democracy and equlity
is such a farce, because you
give democracy a meaning and
don't live up to it. You're the
most hypocritical race I ever
saw!
And I don't want any part of
you. If I could just get away
from you all, I would. I really
can't explain it. You just make
me mad!
VV. How about if I were in
the city during a riot, and you
saw me.
B. I'd try to kill you, boy.
VV. Why?
B. Because I know that if
I was on the ground, you'd try
to kill me. It's a survival struggle and it's you and the Society
that I'm trying to beat. It's a
Society that has been on my
back for years and it has killed
me in the worse say—stripped
me of my dignity. I know that.
It's happened too many times
before.
VV. But I wouldn't—I couldn't
shoot at you—just like I
couldn't shoot atone of my own
race.
B. OK, Maybe you're one of
the good Whites. But man, when
you got out there and everybody is kickin' ass...What do
you do?
VV. But think about all the
innocent people of the city. All
the women and children—Black

and White.
B. Don't say that, man. It's
the White cops that shoot. It's
really ridiculous. Mass shooting. The cops walk into amass
of people and start shooting.
They say snipers, well why did
they machine gun an apartment
in Detroit and found out they
shot a 4-year-old kid.
And these typical rednecks.
They make you drink from
separate water fountains and
go to different bathrooms. It's
all superstition. All the White
man wants is our money. It's
written all over their faces, even
in Clemson, "Gimme your money and get out." We never get
adequate service.
You have so many ignorant
people in your race. Now they
call us "Gnats". Can you imagine? A Gnat! We got names
for you, too, though: poor white
trash, white cracker, and honkie. You name it. We got it.
And the thing that really bugs
me when I say you're hypocritical is when a White Man
comes up to me and says he's
my friend, and he can be as
tight as anything, Yet, deep
down inside, I know he thinks
he's better than me. I know that
good and well. It's part of your
human nature. But I will never
accept that. Never will.
That's why, in my heart, I'm
either gonna distrust you or
hate you immensely. I figure
when it really gets to thick and
thin, you're gonna choose your
other Whitey. That's why I'm
Black, and you're White. You
think you're better. I know
that's what every single White
person on this campus thinks—
especially when they see a Black
boy with a White girl. Or else
they think she must be trash.
VV. What about Sammy Davis
Jr.?

B. He's got White Soul, man. let lose of some of that power
you know? He goes alongwith you got. In the past, you've
the White society. That's one proven to us that you won't
think I wouldn't want to have. give us that power.
VV. Nobody's going to give
I wouldn't want to have a White
wife. I don't care. I don't think you power. You've go to get
there's anything finer than a all your power by yourself.
good black girl — Black and And it's not gonna be by looting and burning and killing.
Beautiful!
B. Yes it can, because it'll
VV. What about this Black
Soul? Does it feed on dead teach you respect. Look, when
the United States doesn't get
Whites?
B. It doesn't feed on dead it's way in Foreign affairs, it
whites, it feeds on Freedom, goes and bombs like hell.
which must come apparently That's the way it works today.
from your society through vio- White America has shown that
it is a violent country.
lent means.
. VV. What good are you withVV. What's a martyr?
out your soul? Without your
B. A martyr? A martyr is
happiness and peace of mind?
B. Well, I don't have happi- somebody who dies for what
ness and peace of mind. I'm he believes in.
VV. The American Negro is
terribly frustrated. I just, sometimes I just feel like blowin' up! another martyr of the twentieth
Almost, I mean when I think century — like the Vietnamese
of the condition I'm in, how and Jews.
B. I don't want to be a marI've been exploited all my life
and taken advantage of...and tyr, Man. I want to be around
my father and his father and to enjoy it. Because it's been
his father. I mean, what kind so long, Man. And I feel like
of life is this? Is this the life I can make it, right now. And
that people can come to and to make it, I've got to tear
say, "America, the melting pot down that white structure—
of the world?" The ingredients White owned apartments, White
in this pot haven't melted, Man. owned grocery stores, White
If you'd give us a little bit of everything. I'm gonna tear it
down and build my own. I'll
power, Man.
VV. I can't give you power. build it, and you don't have to
You've got to get your own give me anything. And that's
power. We can't give you any why we burn.
VV. I'll tell you how to gain
self assurance or...
B. But you hold all the pow- power. Black Labor. Why don't
ers of production, Man. You you organize Black Labor? If
run the White House. You run Black Labor struck, you could
the State Government. You run call almost any city to a halt.
15. I said we were organizing
the local governments. That's
power, Baby. All the teachers black corporations, and this
you got, Man. You got money comprises black labor.
VV. Why hasn't it been done
power, doctor power, lawyer
power. You got everything, already?
15. Because it's just recently
Man. And until we get into that
power structure you'll have to that the Black Man has learned

to be proud of himself. Before,
we were brainwashed by you
Whiteys and were afraid to
be Black. Ashamed to be Black
—That's it!
You taught us that Black was
evil. You have Black the connotation of evil, of sin, and White
had the same connotation as
purity. That's part of your theology, your White Man philosophy. God's White. You never
see no Black Jesus. That's your
stereotyped thing.
We Blacks have been so
brainwashed by your White
race. We go to your schools,
we learned your White propaganda. Only reason why I'm
here is because Whitey keeps
beating me by inferior schools
and inferior teachers. You said
learn this: "White God. White
President. White America. My
country 'tis of thee, Sweet land
of liberty." We read about the
Declaration of Independence
and stuff like that. "All men
are created equal, endowed with
certain inalienable rights: Life,
Liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
But Man, Pursuit of happiness I haven't gotten yet! Or
life or liberty! And actually
at first I really believed you
and your words. But now now
because you're a liar. All I got
is the low slum area where I
can sit down with all my brothers and enjoy this white society you put me in. You put me
in it because you stole my people from Africa. You raped my
■black women and mutilated my
black brothers and that's why
I feel the way I do.
No, Iwouldn'tsay,"enjoyit,"
I'd say, "laugh about it to keep
from crying." That's about
what it amounts to.
Man, you ask me why
Negroes loot!

Most Black Students Were Quiet
By WALTER GRANT
College Press Service
Black students on some college campuses reacted to the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King with violence, but
most black students remained
peaceful and held memorial services and sympathy marches.

The administrations of most
black colleges cancelled classes
after Dr. King's death. Classes
also were cancelled at many
predominately white colleges
and universities while memorial services were being held in
campus chapels.
Most black students who were
interviewed by CPS said Dr.

Negro Castigates
Whitey's Bigotry
By CHARLES A. WILLIAMS
Class of '71
I am compelled to write this
letter to you because I have
waited too long already to tell
these supposedly college students what I feel. This letter will
probably be very incoherent
because I am very shakened by
the assasination of a great man
and a big brother to me and all
black Americans—Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King.
TONITE I returned from
playing basketball only to be
faced with the tragic news that
my people's black non-violent
leader was slain. My first words
were, "All hell is going to break
lose now." I ran through the tin
cans with shock and disbelief
written on my face. I informed
all of my brothers of this grave
news. Most of them had already
heard, though. The anger
brewed in all of us simply because some goddamn "honkie"
was foolish enough to kill the
wrong person. Each one of us
hung our head and the tears
began to flow.
I speak for all of my people
when I say that this one bullet
has threatened the existence of
America. To me and most of
my people he served as sort of
an equalizer. He stood between
the black radical and the black
conservative. He brought
about a harmony between the
two. Right now I cannot feel
anything but hatred for the
white man and I know that this
is wrong. But many of my beautiful people will feel the identical
way.
You once thought Watts was
hell; and Detroit; and Newark;
and the Harlem riots. You have
not seen anything yet. The very
man that advocated nonviolence was killed by its opposing force—violence. What
can my people do?Whodothey
turn to now for some type of
leadership? I will tell you who,
the Stokely Carmichaels; and
the H. Rap Browns. All these
people that advocate massive
black violence. Now you say
don't do this! I say Man, don't
tell me anything anymore. I
have had it up to my black
neck and it stinks; I am fed up
with it all. Now you say that
I will only hurt myself. So
what? What have I really
gained so far?
And the irony of it all is the
mere fact that laws have to
be passed for me to do certain
things that should be obvious to a society as advanced
as ours. The ideas of sitting on
the back of a bus; drinking
out of separate fountains. Hell,
I despise drinking after you as
much as you despise drinking
after me. I dislike sitting beside
you as much as you dislike
sitting beside me. But it is the
mere principle that makes this
so sickening. I find it just as

much distasteful being here as
you find me being here. The
day that I will be treated like
a man is very very far away.
In fact, I do not foresee it in
my own lifespan.
Now my mind turns to Stokely Carmichael and his teachings. I say to you white man,
he is the black man that is on
top now. Especially to the
young brothers and sisters. So
much, much hell is going to be
the order of the day. (Man do
I feel sick inside). This is who
my people will turn to and I
cannot blame them. If King
advocated non-violence and received a bullet—a bullet that
killed and spilled the blood of
a great man—what is it that my
people will do? King was really the only real link between
the blacks and whites. But now
he is gone.
I got down on my knees
tonite (and I must admit that,
although I am ashamed to say
it, I haven't done this for quite
some time) and I prayed to
Almighty God up in the heavens
that the blood of my people
will be spared. I know that
the future seems mighty dim
but only He can turn the tide
of hatred to one that is full of
love. I pray to you God that
the salvation of mankind is
truly in your hands.
Why is it that the dirtiest,
lowest, vilest white man can
go into a stinking bowling alley
and a black man with a two
hundred dollar suit and a Ph.
D. from Harvard cannot enter,
huh? Tell me. I will tell you
why because his skin is Black.
Black and Beautiful. And the
alley owner wants to deny this
to himself. People, People, People, I can almost see the violence that will be soon upon
us all in a month or so.
Tonite I lie here restless, tormented, filled with sadness,
tearful and angry. Mad at the
world and everything that is
in it. The assasination of Rev.
King was the worst mistake
that anyone could have made.
The mightiest nation on the
face of the earth cannot solve
the race problem simply because it cannot change the
minds of men. Are we really
that great? Ask yourself. Our
opposing nations now h^ve
much more to add to their propaganda. How can we try to fight
for a people's freedom in Vietnam when we are being killed
like dogs in our own streets at
home. And what of those who
have fought there and are still
fighting there? What if they
come back with one arm, one
eye, or one leg or even in a
coffin. What has he gained for
himself? Nothing!!!
I know I have said a great
deal to you the white man, and
I hope to God that you don't
like it!!!

King's assassination already
has contributed to the growth
of the black militant movement
Students who remained peaceful say they did so in respect
for King's non-violent principles, but most made it clear
they think non-violence died
with Dr. King.

In Washington, D. C, students from Georgetown University marched on the White
House asking President Johi
son to declare a national day
of mourning. The students were
unaware that the President had
made such a decision just as
their demonstration began. The
Georgetown University Law
RIOTS erupted on or near School had to be clsoed after
several black college campuses riots erupted in a nearby secshortly after the assassination. tion of the city.
Students were injured in disturAbout 60 students at Misbances on some campuses.
sissippi State University held a
Students at the University of peace vigil around the statue of
Maryland held a rally on cam- Confederate General Stephen D.
pus, and there were calls for ra- Lee, who was the first president
cial harmony and more Negro of MSU. One student leader
history courses. The students termed the crowd of 60
sang, "We Shall Overcome." "not only surprising but reAbout 3,000 students at the markable."
Many black students said the
University of California at Los
Angeles listened to a tape-re- initial reaction to the assassinacorded speech by Dr. King. tion was only the beginning.
Black student leader Artie Ivie "There is a great deal of unrest
said, "If Martin Luther King and frustration on black camcan be shot down, it shows puses, and a lot more is bound
the goals and techniques that to happen," said Roscoe Ellis,
black people will have to use." the Black Power leader at FloAt San Francisco State Coll- rida A&M University.
Adrienne Manns, editor of the
ege, a huge sign was placed
in front of the school cafeteria. student newspaper at Howard
The sign read, "He had a University in Washington,
dream." Red drops symboliz- D.C., predicted Dr. King's
ing blood were painted around death will represent "the official
end of non-violence."
the word dream.

Wright Tells America
What The Negro Wants
By THOMAS WRIGHT
Class of'71
After hearing the question
again and again from my white
fellow Americans, "What does
the Negro want?", I decided
that I would try to answer this
question to the best of my ability. I feel that no one can
answer this question properly
except a Negro.
I AM A NEGRO and I have
suffered many of the racial prejudices and injustices which are
so common to the American society. There is nothing more injurious than racial injustice.
The age-old phrase, "Do you
want your daughter to marry
a Nigger?" is as ridiculous as
the alchemist. Why shouldn't
two people who love each other
be allowed to marry. After all,
it is they who will live together,
not their parents or relatives.
The facts of life are simple.
There is no difference between
black and white human beings
except color. The white and
black man both have red blood
circulating in their veins, the
same type and number of internal organs, the same
capacity for intelligent learning
and the same physical feature.
In fact, color is the white counterpart, but strangely enough

the white man does not seem to
realize this.
The American Negro only
wants equality and the distinction of being a man, not an
adult who is called "boy" by
his white brother.
I have suffered and my people have suffered long enough.
We want freedom, and equality
now or we shall never achieve
it. The white Americans must
realize that the color of one's
skin extends only beneath the
surface and does not determine
character.
Even here at Clemson, the
Negro is subjected to racial
prejudice. The false air of Negro acceptance here is as bad
as total segregation. I sense
this false atmosphere each time
I enter a classroom or step out
of my room. Clemson University must undergo substantial
changes in its racial relations,
especially in athletics, to become a truly integrated public
university.
AMERICA IN GENERAL,
faces the ironic decision, total
integration of society or civil,
social, and economic chaos.
Which of these two alternatives
are you the American citizen
going to take?
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It Was A Very Good Year
By CHUCK WHITNEY, Columnist
Putting out a yearbook is a
feat of student bravado—it
takes guts to hand a student one
product and say, "Well, here it
is—judge us by this."
In comparison, publishing a
student newspaper or magazine
is easier, for there are chances
to correct mistakes, to see what
has been done wrong. And the
editor, managers and staff
members of The Taps have no
second chance.
The Taps has been receiving
Ail-American awards for the
past six years by relying on a
basic formula: once you get the
award, all you have to do is
change a few of the pictures and
the cover to win again.

And this year they changed
it a little more.
The cover is psychedelic—an
excellent choice, since it's what's
happening this year.
PHOTOGRAPHY is a little
better than average, with a high
percentage of excellent shots
and a high percentage of terrible ones. A few fantastic photos
come to mind, Professor Vernon Hodges fondling a stone
breast from which Doug McKamey drinks, Chief Weeden
beefing at the driver of a RollsRoyce, the Bhudda Rat replete
with sunglasses and pit helmet,
the solarized football crowd in

Candy Stripe Delicatessen

the prologue and, quite unfortunately, Attorney General Gordon Edgin with a superposed
pair of tweezers, for which he
shoyid receive an apology.
Outstanding in the organizations section was the use of candid shots for club presidents
instead of the mug shots of days
of yore. It seems also that The
Taps did not use filler pictures
to block off the club sections as
has been done in years past,
but why, oh why did Terry Anderson end up in the Young
Democrats and the Young Republicans?
A quick glimpse at the sports
section shows a couple of noteworthy points—in the basketball section, all but one candid
picture is of a Clemson player
shooting. The writing in the
varsity football section is gutsy
and good. Congratulations
must go to Sports Editor Butch
Drakeford. Track pictures are
excellent
The ROTC section is, as usual, stiff, formal, and through
almost no fault of The Taps
staff, miserable.
The classes sections offer
about the same hundreds of
faces peering out from the

A mock national collegiate ernmental expenditures conPresidential Primary will be fronting the "urban crises."
Any student currently enconducted here Wednesday,
April 17, according to student rolled in Clemson will be eligible to vote.
Included
are
government sources.
The primary Choice 1968 will graduate, part-time, and forhave a slate of 13 candidates, eign students.
which were selected in TebruMore than 1000 colleges with
ary by Choice '68 directors, Bill over five million students will
DePass, the program's repre- participate in the primary.
sentative at Clemson, conThe officials stated that the
firmed.
ballot offers both liberal and
conservative candidates, but no
Included on the ballot will
liberal vote or president "will
be three referendum quesbe fragmented with no overtions, two concerning the U.S.
riding numerical superiority
involvement in Vietnam and
being enjoyed by any single
the other with priority of govindividual."
pages, but gone are the informal photos in the senior section, which are gravely missed.
However, the pictures placed
between the administrations of
the various schools and colleges and the seniors of those
schools are excellent
This writer personally dislikes Don Terry's divider pages
for the other classes.
The
prologue
and the
epilogue are, as usual, pregnantly
sloppy with sentimentality which only girls and
seniors can appreciate. The
choice of type style is poor-even
newspaper people know italic
type is on the way out.
John Hartley's divider and
section pages, as well as the
overall design, are phenomenal. The outstanding use of

FOR YOUR EASTER NEEDS SHOP
Distributors for S. S. Pierce of Boston
KOSHER MEATS

IMPORTED SALAMI

=fl»0tfS'

IMPORTED CHEESE
BEVERAGES OF ALL KINDS
506 N. Murray Ave.

MENS *SH0T

Phone 226-2144

Anderson, S. C.
SENECA

CLEMSON

art is a radical departure of
the stark and artless black-onblack of last year. John Hartley is an amazing man. And
he'll be back next year, so in
a sense, this year was practice.
In the organizations section,
the group and individual shots,
particularly those taken with a
flash, leave a great deal to be
desired. Not everybody, we
must assume, in student organizations, is pasty-faced and
ugly. And Taps must have many dust problems in their lab,
because many pictures are dirty.
We do not know who is at
fault for the numerous typographical errors, including
WSF as an abbreviation for
Women's Student Association
and "Omicron Zesta Tau" and
Ruby Jones got in the ROTC
section under an assumed
name, which is probably all
right with Ruby, since he got
in there under his own name
too. The Taps will blame the
printer, RL. Bryan of Columbia, and, if given the opportunity, the latter would probably blame the former. So we'll
blame both.
In general, The Taps is the
best in recent history. Since that
recent history includes six AllAmerica awards, they must
have done something right
More correctly, they did very
little wrong. And we thank
them.

Hawaii Condemns Fanaticism
By MICHAEL SMITH
Staff Writer
In the early 1800's, Reverend
Abner Hale, a Congregational
minister from New England,
arrived in Hawaii with several
missionaries and doctors and
his young wife, Jerusha. Until
the arrival of these missionaries, Hawaii had been
ruled by a native princess who
was married, as was custom,
to her brother. This marriage's
end was only one way that the
"enlightened Christian missionaries" brought bloodshed,
misery, and disease to the Hawaiians who had been living
in an earthly paradise.
"Hawaii," pouring forth from
James Midhener's powerful
novel, was a scenic wonder that
never failed to leave the viewer
awe-struck. The movie faithfully traced the lives of these
missionaries from New England to the South Pacific and
the beautiful Islands of Hawaii
The acting in this movie was
first-rate. Max Von Sydow
played Abner Hale as a mixture of Abraham Lincoln and
Captain Ahab searching for
God. He became over-zealous
in his faith and condescending
to the Hawaiians; yet, he demanded our sympathy because
he found out only too tragically, that he was human and that
he, too, could fail.

Help Stamp Out

The scenery in "Hawaii" was
Julie Andrews proved with breath-takingly beautiful. The
her acting in this movie that she
viewer felt that he was in the
she doesn't have to be confined Hawaiian Isles during the
to her usual musical-comedy, whole
movie. The scenes
sacharrine-sweet roles. She dealing
with
the
ancient
vividly caught the spirit of Hawaiian legends and cusJerusha Hale, a frustrated wo- toms, especially the opening
man who married instead of sequence, were all authentically
facing spinsterhood. She por- filmed.
There was only one major
trayed beautifully a woman,
full of life, who was forced to fault with this movie. It was
deny herself because of her hus- much too long. This extra time
was needed, however, to exband's austere demands.
Richard Harris appeared as press the theme of the movie—
Jerusha's first and true love the dangers of over-zealousness
whom she had abandoned. His in religion. Abner Hale was a
vengeance caused many of the study in fanticism that was both
and
shocking.
troubles that were brought to powerful
the
Hawaiian people. He "Hawaii" never lost sight of
this time theme and presents
played the typical mariner; yet,
his acting never became stereo- it logically and in an entertaining manner.
typed.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Back Bay Lake Apts. (Married students and faculty.)
Two bedrooms, modern apts.
(900 sq. ft.) located 2 miles
north of Clemson on Lake
Hartwell. Sand beach. Airconditioned.
Electric
heat.
Range and refrigerator furnished. Taking applications
now for leases to begin April
and May. Call 654-3218.

LAKE HOME FOR RENT
from May 5 to August 15.
Three bedrooms, furnished, 2
miles north of Clemson. Married couple only. 654-3218.
Remington Mod. 600 cal. .308
carbine, 4x scope. Make an
offer. Al Way, Room A-844,
654-9979.

DALTON-GILES MOTORS, INC.
"For better buys this is the place"

Chrysler-Plymouth-6MC Trucks
Smokey Bear

SALES AND SERVICE
Sonoca, S. C

N. first St.
Priori* 882-8652

^Mn

C^vnoiionci

BERMUDA
SHORTS

t experience
7

$3.98
AT

The Towne Squire has decided to close-out their entire ladies' department. This means that
only menswear, furnishings and sportswear will

be featured just as soon as it's posible to make

JUDGE KELLER'S

Drug Company

the change. Even the decor of the shop will change. Everything will be in keeping with the men's
theme.
This has always been a quality shop that catered to men and women who preferred Towne Squire

New and Used

clothes, there has never been a clear cut policy, both were potential customers. Obviously, be-

Boats, Motors
and Trailers

ing everyone's apparel shop is a big mistake in modern retailing. Interests cannot be divided,
a store should cater to either men or women . . . this is an age of specialization.

Therefore

HARRIS
Sporting Goods

the reason for this gigantic sale . . .

Seneca, S. C.

Clemson, S. C.

iv Mvfom $qnitt

P*.

L C. MARTIN

Clemson, S. C

Students who will be
Seniors in August
Order Rings
This Semester
"Serving Clemson Since 1908"

Chronicle

"Traditional Clothing at Its Best"

Variety Magazine

- WITH A SMILE Clemson

Downtown

Of
Clemson University
Subscriptions
You will save from $14.00 to $57.00 on every Man's Suit, from $12.00 to $27.00 on every Man's
Sport Coat, from $2.20 to $10.20 on every Slack, from $1.&0 to $5.20 on every Shirt, from $2.20 to

$3.00 Out Of Town
$1.50 Local

$4.20 on every Walk Short—You will save from $5.40 to $15.20 on every Dress, from $8.20 to
520.20 on every Ladies Suit, from $3.80 to $5.20 on every Skirt, from $10.20 to $12.20 on every

Name

Raincoat, from S3.20 to $4.80 on every Bermuda, from $3.80 to $6.80 on every Ladies Shoes. —
In addition to these you will save Vz on many, many items throughout the store.

People who check
.
bank service charges mm
check SIC N
They bank really free
with $100 minimum balance

Add ress
State And Zip

New Spring and Summer Merchandise Included at Sale Prices!

COMPLETELY ITEMIZED STATEMENTS
showing deposit? and cheeks daily each month

ALL SALES CASH

FREE ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE

3 or-«T0

OFF

C & D Appliance
Company
FRIGIDAIRE
APPLIANCES
SALES & SERVICE
Phone 646-3550
Pendleton, S. C.

no monthly foe

FREE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
no mailing fee

PERMANENT RECORDS
with cancelled checks

k*cCheck with

ENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S & WOMEN'S CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

The Man from SCN

and check Free!

Less Than 2% of Inventory Excluded Because Of Prior Agreements With Manufacturers

STAMP
IT!
AiCi-IMPORTANT . . . The Towne Squire is not going out of business ... we are just liquidating the stock to make an important change.
Only because of an agreement with the manufacturers to assume all previous commitments ... is this sale necessary. The same
personnel will continue to serve you, during and after this STOCK LIQUIDATION.

OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY TILL 9 P.M.
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REGULAR
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CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
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The shadows were getting long as the sun was •:•:
§: setting in the west, and the last fans were leaving £•
ijj: a deserted Death Valley last Saturday afternoon. :|
:g There was the usual long trip home that awaited S
§: most of the fans that had attended the annual $
:g spring game, but for some the day wasn't quite :§
:•:•: over.
$
&
High above the playing field in the fine press :g
g: facility that towers over the home of the Tigers, 8
£ a plump man dressed dapperly in a grey suit and S
:*: hat sat back and began to reflect on the happenings S
$ of the long afternoon. He put his customary chew :•:•
g: of tobacco into his mouth and began the proceed- 8
g ings that he had grown so accustomed to over the S
•:J years.
:•:•
$•
Frank Howard, a legend in his own time, was j§
|| his typical joking self as he met with the small $
g band of sportswriters in the press box for his post- j§
g game comments after the Orange team had demol- %
g ished their White-clad counterparts by the tune of §5
g 36-0 in the spring intra-squad game that ended $
•>: the off-season football drills.
$
:g
"We've probably got two pretty good defensive $
:g teams and two pretty fair offensive teams," mused £:
^ the Bashful Baron of Barlow Bend. "But overall :•:;
|::; we've gotta whole lot of work to do for the schedule •:•:
| we play."
g
£:■
:£
:ij:
•:•:
:j::
j:;
g
:•!■
£
£
5:
:•:•
*
•j:
>:

When he made the remark about the schedule,
one of the members of the press remarked that
the Baron's team didn't fare too well against the
terns from the Southeastern Conference last year.
Howard replied, "They really gave me a rough
time when we played them last year, but I gave
that bunch in the ACC heck, didn't I?"
With that reply, the writer was satisfied, and
Howard returned to the subject that was of prime
interest for the moment.
"Something is wrong
with all three of my quarterbacks (Ammons,
Waters, and English), and we need a good quarterback, but I tell you gentlemen we'll miss Addison
(Jimmy) more than any boy we've lost in recent
years."

j:j:
:j:j
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$
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"Really I don't get too excited in the spring
because a day like today just isn't conducive to
playing good. After all this is a discount game
today because the people are getting in at about
a 75% reduction."

>
:
\
:
\

£
g
:|:
j:j
|
|
|
|

Finally an end was called to the conversation
between Howard and the writers, and the affair
ended just as it had begun with the Baron in his
jovial, joking manner. He appeared to be a very
relaxed man, but with a close loook into his blue
eyes I could see the glimmer that glowed so brightly as he concentrated on the coming season, perhaps seeing something that I could not.

\
I
:•
•:
j:
:j
j:
\

Volkswagen for
people who
refuse to drive
Volkswagens.

Holland Takes A Cut

Netmen Close
Season With
Home Matches
The University of Maryland
will provide the opposition
tomorrow as the Clemson tennis team takes on the Terrapins on the varsity tennis
courts at 2:00.
The Tigers will be out for
their third Atlantic Coast Conference win against Maryland
and their ninth overall victory. The Tigers have lost two
in the ACC and four matches
overall.
Last Saturday, the netmen
handed N.C. State a 9-0 loss
as No. 1 Clemson player David
Cooper handed State's Jim
Donnan his first loss of the
season in straight sets.
On Monday, Clemson lost

its second heartbreaking ACC
match to UNC by the score
of 5-4. Cooper beat the defending ACC singles champion
Gene Hamilton in straight
sets, but the Tar Heels outlasted the Tigers in the
doubles for the win.
The racketmen will be home
next week as Virginia invades
on Monday, Murrey State arrives on Tuesday, and the
Citadel will furnish the opposition next Saturday as the
Tigers close out their regular
season. The tennis team will
be idle until the ACC Tournament in College Park, Maryland on May 9, 10, and 11.

SPRING

(Continued on page 6)

BY VAN KING
Sports Writer
Clemson's varsity track
squad had a disappointing day
on Wednesday, April 10, as
they were swamped by a strong
University of South Carolina
team by the score of 94-51.
The Tigers braved the rain
and the mud but were unable
to compete in the running
events with the Gamecocks.
Carolina runners slogged
around the muddy track to
win some 64 points while the
Tigers managed only 18 in the
track event. The Tigers edged
the Gamecocks in the field
events by a 33-30 margin.
In the field events, Roger
Collins once again led the
javelin throwers and his team-

mates were able to sweep
second and third place positions as the Tigers took the
event.
Greg Benz took first place

in the shot put and USC captured the runnerup spot with
Warren Muir, a Gamecock
football player, winning
second place.

Graduating Nurses...
The career you worked so hard for is yours

AT

THE UNIVERSITY SHOP

... at the beautiful, modern Stamford Hospital where you
will work with dedicated professionals and where your
opportunity for specialization and advancement is greater.
And the salary trend is up—beginning salaries are between
$6,656 and $7,000. Differentials and benefits are extra.
... and in exciting New England you are only minutes away
from great universities, outstanding music and drama, ski
areas, lakes and ocean and glamorous New York.
Send the coupon below for full information on a rewarding
career at Stamford Hospital.

THE STAMFORD HOSPITAL
190 West Broad St. • Stamford, Conn. 06902 • Tel. 327-1234
Accredited by J.C.A.H.

UNBEATABLE BARGAINS IN

Miss Beatrice Stanley, R.N., Director of Nursing
Dept CR-68

Shirts
Banlons
Socks
Ties

Your Walgreen Agency

Name .
Address .
City .

. State

Spring and Summer shipments arriving daily.
Come in and look through our selection of
new styles.

Downtown

Clemson

FREE
FILM
BLACK & WHITE or K0DAC0L0R

I

With Every Roll Developed Cr Printed You Will Get A
Fresh Roll

FREE

LEAVE YOUR FILM WITH US

Harper's 5 & 10
Just Wonderful Hair Spray
Regular

$1.49

Our Price - - $ .99

... can give
up to double
the mileage of our
best selling tires!

GOOD/YEAR
CUSTOM WIDE TREAD
• lie Polyester tire has a polyester
cord body plus a fiberglass cord
belt Together, they hold the wide
bead firm on. the road. It squirms
less .. ■ so it -wears less
• Improved high traction compound
plus tougher Tufsyn rubber for
Improved safety and mileage
• Red OX white sidewall strips

Also available in these sizes:
£70-14
H70-14

F70-14
E70-15

G70-15

PRICES
START
AT...

D70-14 Tubeless
red or white strip*
flut f *&. Ex.
ax and old tire

G70-14
170-15

H70-1S

BUYNOWON OUR
EASYPAYPLAN!

Discount Price on all

GOOD/YEAR MARATHON TIRE

Cosmetics.
New shipment of Two
Piece Dress Sets $3.98

LIVE EASTER LILIES
COLLEGE AVE.
MTTMOKIZCS
DWil

both ends of that doubleheader
by 11-0 and 9-0.
James now leads the ACC
pitchers with a 5-0 record.
Freshman Tom Hudgins ran
his record to four wins and
no losses as he went five

Trackmen To Host Duke

SPECIALS

No Increase in Prices

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3302 N. Main Street
Anderson

The hot Clemson baseballers put their Atlantic
Coast Conference lead on the
line this weekend as two
Tobacco Road rivals, N.C.
State and the University of
North Carolina, visit Tigertown.
State, led by freshman third
baseman ChrisCammack, will
play the Tigers Friday at 3:30.
Through last Saturday, Cammack was sporting a .455
batting average to lead the
league in batting.
The Wolfpack was 6-3
through last week and besides
Cammack, they have two hefty
hitters in Steve Martin and
Dave Boyer. The two outfielders were hitting .382 and .361
respectively.
The North Carolina Tar
Heels will try their luck
against the Tigers in a Saturday doubleheader starting at
1:30. The Heels were 6-2
through eight games and
Charlie Carr was the leading
hitter with a hot .448 average.
The Tigers, 3-0 in ACC
play, have their own hot hitter
in sophomore Randy Bray. He
owns a .394 average which
includes 3 home runs and
seven doubles.

BY SAMMY KENNETTE
Sports Writer
Clemson had a game scheddown the drain in the second
uled with the improved Furgame of a series with Rhode
man Palidans yesterday.
Island's Rams.
Through Wednesday, the
Last Saturday, the Tigers
Tigers had won nine of their
got great shutoutpitchingperlast ten contests.
formances from Bill James
On Tuesday, they saw an
and Nelson Gibson against
eight-game winning streak go
Wake Forest. The Tigers took

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

SIZES 127, 120,620,/££

If you refuse to drive a Volkswagen because
it's ugly, we can't help you.
If you refuse to drive a Volkswagen because
you have eight kids and it isn't big enough, you
have our sympathy.
If you refuse to drive a Volkswagen because
it isn't fancy enough, that's for you to decide.
But if you refuse to drive a Volkswagen because you're used to an automatic transmission,
listen carefully.
Now you can drive a Volkswagen all over
town without shifting.
We call this new option the automatic stick
shift.
And in true Volkswagen fashion, a bug with
an automatic stick shift will deliver up to 25
miles on a gallon of gas, use very little oil, and
nary a drop of wafer or antifreeze.
But just because we've made it easy to drive,
doesn't mean we're about to make it any prettier, or any bigger, or any fancier. So we
imagine some people will still refuse to drive
Volkswagens.
You can't win them all.
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Tigers Risk ACC Lead
Against State, Tar Heels

THE

GARY CLARY
Sports Editor

THE TIGER

CLEMSON

Another Goodyear
long distance runner
Best tire buy
in its price range I

SKELTON'S

♦I500

6.50x13 tubeless blackwall plus Jl.si Fed. Ex.
Tax and a trade-in tire

114 College Ave.
654-2034
Clemson, S. C.

• Contour shoulder to give
positive control and stability
• Long-wearing Tuifja TBJjbfT
body and tread

Other sizes low priced I*)!
EASY TERMS!
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Campus News Briefs

Wesley Foundation To
Show Phoenix Voyage
The "Voyage of the Phoenix"
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. on
Monday, April 15 in the lounge
of the Wesley Foundation.
The film is a 60-minute color
documentary of a Quaker trip
to supply medical supplies and
food to North Vietnam.
Horace Champney, a crew
member of the Quaker's ship,
will present the film and discuss
conditions in North Vietnam.
The l'hoenix, a fifty-foot
ketch, carried 10,000 dollars
worth of supplies consigned to
the Red Cross for use in treating civilian casulties resulting
from United States bombings.
On March 30, 1967, despite
warnings by the U.S. government, the l'hoenix sailed into
the port of Haiphong.
The Quaker Action Group, of
Philadelphia, who sponsored
the voyage, is an informal association of members of the
Society of Friends.
The group states that it is

Starts Wed. April 10
One Full Week Apr. 10-16
THE MOTION PICTURE
THAT SHOWS WHAT
AMERICA'S
ALL-TIME
#1 BEST-SELLER
FIRST PUT
INTO WORDS

20th CENTURY-FOX Presents

Summer School In England

"dedicated to confronting the
immoral and distructive policies of war and violence while
affirming constructive alternatives for the establishment of
peace and human brotherhood."
The film was produced by
the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation.
All interested persons are
urged to attend.

ACC
(Continued from page 5)
The Clemson IM Department will send two representative!
of the fairer sex to study Purdue's IM Dept.'s appeal to girls.
Pictured are Miss Susan Brown (left). Miss Donna Brooks,
and Dr. C. H. Whiiehursi, head of the Clemson I.M. Dept.

innings against Rhode Island
in the first game of a doubleheader Monday against the
Rams.
Buster Smith drove in three
runs in the six-run fifth inning
to assure the Clemson victory.
Don Russell hit his third home
run of the season for the
Tigers.
In the second game of that
Monday doubleheader, six
Clemson errors and a wild
streak by Val Johnson gave
the visitors a 6-3 victory as
they pushed over three runs
in the sixth inning.
The Tigers ran their record
to 14-5 Tuesday as they beat
Rhode Island in the rubber
game of the three game series
3-2. Mike Whitfield gave up
two runs and only five hits
in the seven innings he pitched
to notch his first win of the
year. Bill Bonekat then came
on for the second consecutive
day to shut out the visitors
over the last two innings to
save the victory.

Taps Shortage Explained
By .lEl'F OCA1N
laps i;ditor-in-Chief
The TAPS Staff found itself
in a rather bad situation this
spring. It seems as though there
were just not enough 1968
TAPS to go around, and we
were forced to turn a great many students as well as faculty
and parents away emptyhanded. We don't do this on
purpose, and we at TAPS would
like to see the problem eliminated.
At the first of each school year
the staff takes orders in the form
of full as well as partial payments for that year's annual.
By doing so the staff can get
a close approximation of the
number of books to order from
the printer and also a good estimate of the year's income from
pre-payment book sales.

We know how many to order
from these sales, but it is quite
hard to figure out the number
of books to order for those
who have not made a pre-payment and would like to purchase one.
Therefore, since there is a risk
involved in ordering too many,
we only order a couple hundred
extra copies.
So, if you were one of the
"empty-handed" this spring, we
urge you to make that full or
partial payment when you return to school in August. And
if you did manage to get a
TAPS this spring, place your
order again and insure yourself of getting one next spring
also.

WESLEY FOUNDATION
Election of officer of the Wesley Foundation will be held
on Wednesday, April 17, at 7
p.m. at the Wesley Foundation
Building. Plans for next year
will also be discussed. Every
Methodist student is urged to
be present.

Military Honors
Clemson's annual Military Honors and Awards
Day was held on Thursday, April 11 by the combined Army and Air Force cadet corps.
Honorary cadet sponsors presented for the
combined cadet corps were Gail Reves, honorary
cadet colonel; Donna Brooks, honorary cadet
major; Marty Jones, honorary cadet captain, and
June Madden, honorary cadet lieutenant.
Honors and awards presented included the
R. C. Edwards Award to Army Cadet Lt. Col. Ivan
F. Kelley III, North Charleston; the Clemson Cadet
Cup to Pershing Rifle Capt. William H. Kirby,
Greenville; and the Air Force ROTC Commander's
Award to Cadet Col. John F. Miller Jr., Marianna,
Ark.

GET
OUT

OF
TOWN
VIA STATE BANK TRAVEL

SENCONEE MOTEL

Black, white, and pastel shoes
Charm Step $3.99 to $6.99
Vogue $7.99 and up
CASUAL AND DRESS TYPES
Dresses, bags, and hats to match
Little girls' dresses $2.49 and up
Little girls' shoes
Black and white leathers and patents $2.98 and $4.29

Make your reservations for
graduation soon.
Saturday, May 4

Use State Bank's Anderson Travel Department
for complete information on all airline schedules
and official prices. For further information visit,
call or write:

STATE BANK & TRUST CO.
TRAVEL DEPT.

Bolt's Ready To Wear

301 N. Main Street
Anderson, S. C.

Seneca, S. C.

123 By-Pass

Clemson Theatre

OPERETTA
The Clemson Music Club and
the Clemson Little Theater will
present the fairy tale opera of
"Hansel and Gretal"by Engelbert Humperdinck. The performances will be at the Food
Industries Auditorium, April

17-20, at 8:15 p.m. This operetta is a different version of the
popular children's story.

SPECIAL EVERY WED. AND THURS.
1/4 FRIED CHICKEN
LETTUCE, TOMATO, FRENCH FRIES, COLE SLAW
ONLY 59c _
. .
N. First St.
Seneca, S. C.

EASTER FINERY AND FOOTWEAR

Phone 882-2784 vjjf^j)

terested rising juniors with
graduating GPR's are invited
to attend. Dress will be coat
and tie.

TIME DRIVE-IN

Oconee's Innkeeper

PANAVISION'COLOR by DeLUXE
ISUaStSTCD fOR MATUM AUDIENCES! gjjjS

ENGLAND TRIP
FOREIGN FILM
A trip to England, to last from
"The Important Man,"a Spamid-May to late June 1969,
is being organized here at Clem- nish film from Mexico, will be
son. Credit will be offered in shown on Monday, April 15,
at 7 and 9 p.m. in the CE AuHistory 308 and 309.
The trip is open to all per- ditorium. This will be the last
in the foreign film series this
sons eligible to take History semester.
308 and 309 at Clemson. The
courses will be taught by Dr.
NEWMAN STUDENT
J.V. Reel and Dr. C.W. Bolon,
ASSOCIATION
respectively. Cost willbe$1500
The Newman Student Assoper student.
ciation will hold its annual elections on Wednesday, April 17,
ANGEL FLIGHT DRILL
at 7:00 p.m. The meeting will
The Flying Tiger Angel be held in Newman Hall, the
Flight will put on an exhibition Catholic student center. This
drill on Tuesday, April 16, at will be the last regular meeting
4 p.m. on Bowman Field. All of the year, although a beach
interested students are invited
party will be held on April 20
to watch.
at Twin Lakes.
RADIO CLUB
DROP-4N
The Amateur Radio Club will
meet on Monday, April 15, at
There will be a CDA junior
7 p.m., in the basement of the
staff drop-in on Wednesday,
MS Building. Officers for next
April 17, from 7-9 p.m. in the
year will be elected, so all memCDA Lounge in the basement
bers are urged to attend.
of the 7th Barracks. All in-

Phone 226-6151

Pendleton

®tor

^International Centerf^cttdemicJResemtri
1492 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

AVOID THE AUGUST RUSH!
The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help
every student achieve his maximum potential in the subject, or subjects, of their choice.

SUBSCRIBE NOW,

We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud
that these outstanding instructional tchniques have shown proven results for decades.

READ LATER!

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive
studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee: If after following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic
standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE CHANGES NOW IN EFFECT

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968.
Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

Please check appropriate box(es)

For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:

□

IN STATE (S. C.)

$4.00 per year

The International Center for Academic Research

□

OUT OF STATE (East of Mississippi)

$4.50 per year

1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135

□

OUT OF STATE (West of Mississippi)

$5.00 per year

□

AIR MAIL

□

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

□

NEW SUBSCRIPTION

□

RENEWAL

Please include:

Course:

Last semester's average:

Name

.1

Address

.2.

2

.3.

3

4.

4

.5.

5

City

State.

Zip Code
College or U. .

Special group i ites for fraternities and sororities.
Please include organization title
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.

1

ADD $2.00 per year
$1.00 per year

TOTAL REMITTANCE

NAMF
.

20% discount for groups of ten or more.

Anhppss
STATF
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Clip, Fill Out, Mail To: Tiger Circulation Mgr.
Box 2097, Clemson Univ. Sta., Cl emson, S. C. 29631

